In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), localization has many important applications, among which wireless sensor retrieval bears special importance for cost saving, data analysis and security purposes. Localization for sensor retrieval is especially challenging due to the fact that the number and locations of these sensors are both unknown. In this paper, we propose two probabilistic localization algorithms that iteratively identify the locations of multiple wireless sensors in WSNs, one of which calculates location information offline, and the other online. In both algorithms, we implement a two-step localization process -the first step is called Grid-LEGMM (grid location estimation based on the Gaussian mixture model), a coarse-grain location search using grids by choosing the proper number and locations of the wireless sensors that maximize a likelihood estimation, and the second step is called EM-LEGMM (expectation maximization based on the Gaussian mixture model), which uses the EM-method to refine the results of Grid-LEGMM. An additional step in the online localization algorithm is a credit-based filtering mechanism that removes spurious sensor locations. The performance of both offline and online localization algorithms are analyzed using the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB), and evaluated using simulations and real testbed experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Large-scale wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are widely deployed for environmental monitoring, control and interaction applications. However, before mass production of wireless sensor nodes, it is cost effective and energy efficient to retrieve the decommissioned sensors after sensory tasks. In addition, some sensor information analysis might only be feasible after collecting them due to the storage and computational complexities of data analysis.
In wireless sensor retrieval applications, localization is the key challenge [23] . The simplest solution for network localization is to equip every wireless node with a GPS (global positioning system) device. Caballeroa et al. [10] used a mobile robot equipped with a GPS device to exchange its location information with the wireless sensors in outdoor environments. However, a GPS device is unavailable to the most wireless node due to considerations on either cost or the GPS satellite signal reception limitations. Therefore, in-network localization becomes the only choice for practical reasons.
A variety of in-network localization solutions have been explored, which can be categorized into two classes: range-free and range-based [2, 3, 23] . Both approaches require a certain number of reference nodes with known location coordinate information, called anchors.
Range-free approaches use the topological information to infer nodal locations, therefore saving any special hardware costs, and trading off the accuracy and scalability of the location estimations [4, 9] . He et al. [2] proposed the APIT range-free localization scheme, which divides the network area into triangular regions to gradually narrow down the locations of the node. In [23, 24] , a localization algorithm based on the hop count, called DV-HOP, was presented. To localize the nodes, the anchors flood their location information along with incremental hop-distance information to the corresponding anchors. Other nodes calibrate their relative locations based on the received anchor locations, the hop count and the average distance per hop. In [20] position to neighbors that keep an account of all received beacons. A node can localize itself at the centroid of the overlapped transmission coverage regions of the beacon anchors.
Range-based approaches are more widely studied in the literature. Range distance from anchors can be measured in different ways, such as received signal strength (RSS) [5] , angle of arrival (AOA) [6, 8] , time of arrival (TOA) and/or time difference of arrival (TDOA) [7] . In [6] , Niculescu et al. proposed ad hoc positioning system (APS) using AOA. The method derives the positions of all nodes in an ad hoc network with a small number of anchors. In [18] , VORBA (VHF Omnidirectional Range Base Station) combined the AOA information and signal strength for localization purposes. This approach needed multiple VOR (VHF Omnidirectional Range) APs with a rotating directional antenna to collect data. However, accurate AOA or TOA range measurement requires special hardware, which is usually expensive. Therefore, although less accurate, RSS-based measurement is easily available and least expensive to derive from transceivers. Therefore, extensive research was carried out on designing robust RSSbased localization algorithms using probabilistic models and calibration enhancements.
Several RSS-based approaches are proposed in [3, 16, 17] , and they are based on calibration to RSS measurement. RADAR [5] is a range-based indoor localization system based on RSS. It measures the RSS (received signal strength indicator) at all positions in the entire building and records the RSS into a database during the calibration phase. Then, the system determines the location and orientation of a new node by finding the best match of a set of RSS measurements in the database. NMDS-MLE [19] applies a maximum likelihood estimation method to compute the distances between neighboring nodes based on their RSS.
Probabilistic methods are also utilized in order to improve the accuracy and robustness of location estimates. Sichitiu and Ramadurai [21, 22] proposed several probabilistic approaches for network localization, and demonstrated the feasibility of RSS-based probabilistic localization on a small outdoor testbed with a 802.11 wireless card and HP Compaq H3870 iPAQs. Peng and Sichitiu [3] presented another distributed, RSSbased probabilistic approach for outdoor WSN localization, accounting for inaccurate range measurements. Wang et al. [11] proposed a set of probabilistic region-based localization algorithms, including using offline grids, segments of grids and dynamic meshes. Haeberlen et al. [12] demonstrated a system based on Bayesian interference, using IEEE 802.11-based protocols for network localization across their entire office building.
In this paper, we propose two probabilistic localization algorithms, one called offline LEGMM (location estimation based on the Gaussian mixture model), and the other online LEGMM. The two algorithms are based on the same mathematical models, but differ in the amount of data that they rely on. The offline LEGMM algorithm depends on the complete set of data, while the online LEGMM depends on only a part of the time series, and incrementally builds the whole picture of the sensor locations.
Both algorithms require only a single mobile GPS-equipped node with minimum system knowledge to collect RSS information. By the 'minimum knowledge' assumption, we mean that it does not require informative clues, such as the number of wireless sensors or their identifiers, in order to localize the sensors. Instead, both algorithms derive sensor positions and their number based on the RSS data collected by the GPS-equipped sensor while it roams in the wireless sensor fields. Each of the data points is connoted with the corresponding GPS locations. The GPS-equipped mobile sensor is called the RSS-collector.
In both algorithms, we model the RSS values as Gaussian random variables coming from unknown number of signal sources, and use maximum likelihood estimation methods to derive the number and locations of these sources. Both localization algorithms use the two-step localization methodthe first step is called Grid-LEGMM and the second step is called EM-LEGMM. The Grid-LEGMM estimates the number and rough locations of the wireless sensors in a grid structure, and the EM-LEGMM improves the location estimation accuracy by refining the results of Grid-LEGMM. In the online LEGMM, we use a credit-based mechanism to revise and reinforce the estimation on the number and locations of the wireless sensors so that the spurious sensor can be removed.
Compared with the traditional use of the EM method, we reduce the computational complexity by first finding the coarse locations of the wireless sensors, while keeping the accuracy of the EM method. The localization results from both simulations and real testbed experiments have shown the validity and accuracy of the proposed approaches.
The application of GMM and EM method is not new. Nelson et al. [27] proposed the quasi-EM algorithm under a log-normal shadowing signal propagation model to estimate multiple transmitter locations. For real-time target tracking, Ding and Cheng [25] presented a Gaussian mixture modelbased approach to capture the spatial characteristics of the target signal in a sensor network, and proposed a meanshift continuous optimization method for target localization. However, our challenge and solutions are unique on two aspects in this paper: 1) it uses a single RSS-collector and only the RSS measurements to derive the wireless sensors' locations; 2) it does not assume but derives the number of wireless sensors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the probabilistic model used in our localization approach. Section 3 describes our proposed localization approaches in detail. Section 4 evaluates and compares our proposed approaches using both simulations and real testbed experiments. Section 5 concludes the paper. 
Network assumptions
In WSN, we assume that wireless sensors occasionally or periodically communicate over a known channel. In order to collect the received signal strength (RSS) values of these sensors, we deploy an RSS-collector to roam in the sensor field, and collect the wireless RSSs from the sensors. When recording an RSS value, the RSS-collector also connotes the RSS value with its current GPS location. Such signal strength plus location information are used together to estimate two pieces of the information: 1) the number and 2) the locations of the wireless sensors.
For the purpose of estimating the locations of the wireless signal sources (i.e., the wireless sensors), we need to first specify the models of the wireless signal path loss and the wireless channel, respectively, namely the log-distance path loss model and the white Gaussian noise channel model. In addition, because we assume multiple wireless signal sources, a GMM is introduced to capture the probabilistic nature of the signal sources.
Path loss model
The relationship between the RSS and the distance between transmitter and receiver is defined by the path loss model. In this paper, we use the log-distance path loss model [13] , as shown in Eq. (1)
in which t and r are the transmit and receive signal power in dBm, respectively, d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver; d 0 is the reference distance (e.g. 1 m in our experiment); l 0 means the path loss in dBm at d 0 ; γ refers to the path loss exponent that depends on the channel characteristics and environments and S is the log-normal shadow fading in dB.
Gaussian channel model
When the wireless channel assumes all interfering signals as additive white Gaussian noise background, the wireless signal is modeled using the Gaussian distribution after applying the path loss model [13] . The Gaussian distribution is usually described by its probability density function, as shown in Eq. (2) g(r; μ, σ )
in which r is the RSS value at the RSS-collector modeled as a random variable, μ is the mean value of RSS and σ is the standard deviation of the RSS.
GMM
In our localization model, the RSS-collector receives signals from multiple wireless sources. Therefore, each RSS measurement could come from any of the sources probabilistically. To capture such a fact, we model each RSS measurement as a sum of weighted probabilities of its coming from all wireless sensors, using a composite GMM. The GMM has been adopted by several other solutions [14, 15] . Hence, given an RSS measurement r, the probability of the signal coming from the mixture of M Gaussian sources is modeled as
where g(·) is the Gaussian probability density function, M is the number of wireless sensors, μ j and σ j are the mean and the standard deviation of the RSS measurement r derived from the path loss model using Eq. (1). Eq. (3) provides the probability of the signal, given the current locations of wireless sensors j (j = 1, . . . , M), and the weight of each sensor w j , satisfying M j =1 w j = 1, where w j ≥ 0. In our approach, we collect a series of RSS measurements at a time, denoted by R = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n }, which are assumed to be mutually independent, and the probability of the RSS measurement series R can be presented as follows:
Note that each RSS measurement r i introduces one GMM with M sources. Under this model, our goal is to find out the optimum M wireless sensors'locations such that the probability p(R) in Eq. (4) is maximized.
Maximum likelihood estimation
In order to search for the parameters that maximize p(R) in Equation (4), we equivalently derive the logarithm of p(R), and calculate the log-likelihood function of Eq. (4) for convenience, as given by Eq. (5) log (4) and (5): w ij , μ ij and σ ij , which are the weight of the j th Gaussian component, the expected value and the standard deviation of each RSS measurement r i in the j th Gaussian component, respectively.
The weight w ij of each RSS measurement r i depends on the Cartesian distance d ij between the sensor j and the RSS-collector at the ith RSS measurement. The formula for computing the weight value is
which is normalized over M sensors. The heuristic in weight calculation for each Gaussian component is that we place more trust in receiving the RSS measurement from closer sensors than from farther ones, thus enforcing a myopic policy to filter the RSS data. That is, the closer the current distance d ij between the sensor and the RSS-collector, the more weight the corresponding Gaussian component has. Another alternative heuristic is to place equal weights on all Gaussian components. However, such policy may fail because the RSS-collector can hardly receive signals from remote sensors beyond a certain distance. μ ij is the expected value of the ith RSS measurement, which can be computed by the path loss model using the distance between each sensor j and the RSS-collector at each RSS measurement point i; that is,
σ ij is the standard deviation of the Gaussian model. For convenience, we set σ ij = c · μ ij , where c is a constant.
Bayesian information criterion
In maximum likelihood estimation, the more Gaussian components we have for estimations, the more accurate the maximum likelihood of the GMM. To decide the right number of mixtures, we introduce a penalty for introducing too many Gaussian components. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is commonly used to select model parameters [25, 28] .
Given k as the number of free parameters to be estimated and R as the data, Eq. (7) defines the BIC:
in which max p(R|k) is the maximum likelihood of the data R given the number of parameters k, and n is the number of data samples.
In our problem models, the parameters to be estimated are the two-dimensional coordinates of wireless sensors. Thus, k = 2M. To use BIC for model selection, we simply choose the model that leads to the maximum BIC.
LOCALIZATION ALGORITHMS
The probabilistic modeling presented above provides us the basis to formulate the localization algorithms using the RSS measurements collected by the RSS-collector. To estimate the location of the wireless sensors, we propose two approaches, which are offline LEGMM and online LEGMM. Offline LEGMM estimates the wireless sensor locations altogether; after that the RSS-collector completes the data collection. Online LEGMM derives the locations of the wireless sensors while the RSS-collector is moving.
Offline LEGMM
The offline LEGMM algorithm contains the following two steps.
(i) Grid-LEGMM: Search the likely wireless sensor locations on a grid structure, which maximize the probability of the data series R and lead to a maximum BIC. (ii) EM-LEGMM: Refine the wireless sensors' locations using the EM-method.
Grid-LEGMM: location estimation using grids
Grid-LEGMM searches the wireless sensor locations along a grid structure within the search area. Because we do not know the number of the wireless sensors in the area, we incrementally add the number of wireless sensors to the problem set until the number of wireless sensors yields the maximum BIC on the collected RSS measurements. First, we derive the boundaries of the search area according to the input RSS measurements R and their corresponding location information. Simply put, the boundaries of the fixed area is defined by a rectangle with (x min − T m , y min − T m ) and (x max +T m , y max +T m ) as the lower-left and upper-right corners' coordinates, and x min , y min and x max , y max are the minimum and maximum x and y coordinates of the data samples, respectively. We denote by T m the communication radius of the RSScollector.
Given the area definition, we draw a grid structure on the area. Depending on the accuracy and computational complexity of our transmit node localization algorithm, the edge length of each lattice in the grid structure can be determined.
Using the grid structure, Grid-LEGMM starts by adding one sensor at a time to the grid. When a new sensor is added to the grid, Grid-LEGMM fits the new sensor to all possible grid points and finds its best possible location according to the BIC value. However, the new sensor disturbs the probability of other wireless sensors if there are prior wireless sensors already being added. Therefore, Grid-LEGMM individually readjusts the previously added wireless sensors to see if their locations could yield a better BIC. In each step, Grid-LEGMM registers the BIC value, calculated by Eq. (7). After certain number of steps, Grid-LEGMM could find the best number of wireless sensors that maximizes the registered BIC value, as well as the locations of the wireless sensors.
We specify the details of the Grid-LEGMM algorithm in Algorithm 1, which is shown in Fig. 1 . The notation used in Algorithm 1 are presented in Table 1 .
In Algorithm 1, lines 1-3 initialize the sensor location array sLoc and the target value BIC with unlikely small values, respectively. Lines 4-29 search for the best number and locations of wireless sensors that produce the maximum BIC, satisfying the BIC condition. For that purpose, we search for Note that on line 17, by setting j = 0, we restart adjusting the sensor location from the first element of sLoc using the C-style for loop end operation j = j + 1. Note that the function findBIC(R, j ) is a simple operation that moves the sensor j through all the grid points to find the point that provides the maximum likelihood log p(R) and lead to a BIC estimate under current sensor number M.
EM-LEGMM: refining location estimations with
EM-method The Grid-LEGMM finds the coarse locations of the wireless sensors because the coordinates are all placed on the grid points. We further refine the locations by edging in to the true locations using the EM-method (expectation maximization), which is called EM-LEGMM.
We specify EM-LEGMM using the formulas only, which are needed in the iterative EM-method.
For clarity in our presentations, we represent the location coordinates {x j , y j } of a sensor j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M} with θ j , that is θ j = (x j , y j ) and θ = θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ M , and the log-likelihood estimation log p(R|θ) with L, that is L = log p(R|θ).
In the EM-method, we gradually improve the location estimates θ t , t = 1, 2, . . ., by iterating through the E-step and the M-step, starting with an initial condition
. , (x j , y j ), . . . , (x M , y M ))
T in which T indicates the transpose operation.
1) E-step:
Herein, we introduce a new notation to denote posterior probability β t j (r i ) that the j th component generated r i using the estimation of the parameters from the M-step, which is shown in the following equation:
2) M-step: Compute a new set of parameters using β t j (r i ) and gradient descend method as shown in Equations (9) and (11). 
in which symbol η represents the step size in numeric calculations, and
is calculated by Equation (10 
y t j is estimated similarly. For convenience, we provided the calculation formulas as follows: 
According to the EM-method, the log-likelihood function L monotonically increases after each iteration, and the EM-method is guaranteed to converge to a local maximum of the log-likelihood function [26] . Thus, the iterations will stop when the increment of L drops below a certain threshold ε in Eq. (13) L
in which ε is a fair small number. In our experiment, we set ε = 0.5%. Using the above-specified two-step Grid-LEGMM and EM-LEGMM algorithms, our offline LEGMM algorithm can find the global optimum much faster than the direct application of the EM-method and the iterative Grid-LEGMM approach.
Online LEGMM
In order to further enhance the processing speed of the localization and derive the location of the wireless sensors while the RSS-collector is moving, we take an iterative approach called online LEGMM, using a sliding window and an iteration step over the collected RSS data series. We group the collected RSS data series into different groups as different inputs in each round of location estimations. In each round, we give one credit to each of the locations estimated, and we merge the estimated location with the locations estimated in the previous round into one location, if they are close enough to each other. The merged location gains both the credit of the new and the prior location estimates. After a few round of computations, if an estimated location accumulates enough credits, we tag the location as one wireless sensor; while if an estimated location does not collect enough credits, we consider the location as a spurious sensor.
Specifically, the online LEGMM algorithm consists of four steps in each iteration 1) Group the collected data using a sliding window and a iteration step to derive the input data sequence R k . 2) Grid-LEGMM: Search the likely wireless sensor locations on a grid structure, which maximize the probability of the data series R k . 3) EM-LEGMM: Refine the wireless sensors' locations using the EM-method. 4) Credit-LEGMM: Each potential wireless sensor location estimated by Grid-LEGMM and EM-LEGMM is awarded a credit. A location that collects sufficient credits are identified as a possible sensor location.
Consequently, if certain locations do not collect enough credit in the end, these locations are not considered as sensor locations, and removed from the final set.
In the first step, we group the collected data to generate the input data in each round. Suppose that the length of the current collected RSS sequence is n. We use a sliding window with the length of s(s < n) to extract the input data sequence from the current collected RSS sequence. The iteration step size is set to q(q < s < n). Then, the set of the input RSS sequence in the kth round is R k = {r q·(k−1)+1 , r q·(k−1)+2 , . . . , r q·(k−1)+s }. Thus, when the RSS-collector collects another q RSS signal, we can do a new round of location estimation.
In Grid-LEGMM, we take a subset of the RSS measurements in the past data collection window as the input R k in round k, and search for the locations of the wireless sensors along a grid structure on the search area.
In EM-LEGMM, we refine the wireless sensor's locations based on the input R k in round k and the results from Grid-LEGMM.
Credit-LEGMM is a data cleansing step that consolidates the location estimates of the prior LEGMM iterations. In Credit-LEGMM, after the previous Grid-LEGMM and EM-LEGMM steps in each iteration in the LEGMM algorithm, Credit-LEGMM gives one credit point to each of the new location estimates.
Then, Credit-LEGMM compares the location estimates of current iteration k with those of the previous iterations. If any location in the current estimates aligns with a previous location estimate, these two locations are merged and the merged location gains the credit points of both new and prior location estimates. In addition, the coordinate of the merged location estimate is averaged by taking the centroid of the coordinates of the new and old points, proportioned according to their credits.
If a location in the current estimates does not align to any prior location estimates, the location is instead added as a new sensor location in the sensor set.
Finally, when the RSS data collection is completed, Credit-LEGMM filters out the spurious location estimates that have a few credits. The number of credits for filtering spurious estimates is cross-referenced by a reality check, and is normally set at 1. That is, if a location estimate has only one credit, it is removed from the final sensor set.
EVALUATIONS

Cramer-Rao lower bound analysis
The Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) places a lower bound on the estimation of the variance of any unbiased estimator [29] , and is calculated by the inverse of the Fisher information of the estimator. An unbiased estimator which achieves this lower bound is said to be efficient.
Because CRLB assumes that there are n known references and m unknowns in the network, we equivalently treat the RSS data points collected by the RSS-collector as the known reference nodes, and the φ = [z 1 , . . . , z m ], where z i = (x i , y i ), coordinates to be the unknowns in the network. The log of the joint conditional probability distribution function is given by Eq. (14) [30] 
in which i ∈ H (j) means that node i can receive the signal transmitted by node j , and f r|φ (r i,j |φ) is the density of r i,j given by
Here r i,j is the received signal power at node i transmitted by node j andd i,j is the distance between node i and the estimated location of node j .
The CRLB can be calculated based on the 2 m × 2 m Fisher information matrix F (φ) as shown in [30] . The variance of each estimated location error is bounded by Eq. (16)
Empirical results
We implemented the two proposed localization algorithms in Matlab 7.0, and evaluated them using two sets of data, one collected using simulations and the other using a real testbed experiment.
In the simulations, we use NCTUns v5.0 [1] to model WSN over a 180 m × 300 m rectangular area with eight wireless sensors, in which an RSS-collector collects the RSS values of periodic radio packets from the wireless sensors along a path shown in Fig. 2 . The crosses in Fig. 2 indicate the deployed wireless sensors. The distance between each pair of sensors is more than 70 m, and the effective signal transmission radius of the sensors is 100 m. We collected 300 RSS values in total. The standard deviation of the shadow fading is set to 0.5 dB.
In the real testbed experiments, we deployed wireless sensors that run the IEEE 802.11 standards. The mathematical tools and the results of these experiments similarly applied to other wireless systems.
In our testbed, we deployed four WiFi nodes on our office floor as represented by stars in Fig. 3 . As the RSS-collector, a ThinkPad R61i notebook with Intel(R) Wireless WiFi Link 4956AG is used to collect the RSS values by walking along the dotted line. The transmission radius of the WiFi nodes is approximately 30 m. In the experiments, we collected 120 RSS values in total.
In both simulated and testbed experiments, we adopted the log-distance path loss model for our estimators, which is parameterized in Fig. 4 .
The performance of the algorithms is measured by the average estimation error of the location estimations relative to the actual sensor locations. Using the same simulation data and real testbed experiment data, we compare the estimation results of the two offline and online LEGMM localization estimators. In the simulations, the estimation results of the proposed algorithms are also compared with the CRLB.
Computing process illustration
In Grid-LEGMM, we use a grid structure that has a 5-m edge length in each lattice. To visually illustrate the maximum likelihood approach, Fig. 5 shows the log-likelihood with the BIC penalty when we are adding the eighth sensor to seven other wireless sensors, already in their optimum locations. The best location of the eighth sensor is thus indicated in the figure. Figure 6 again illustrates the searching process for the optimum number of sensors using the BIC condition. As we can see, the optimum number of wireless sensors appears to be 8.
Performance of offline LEGMM
As shown before, offline LEGMM consists of two sequential steps, Grid-LEGMM and EM-LEGMM. In Grid-LEGMM, the lattice size is set to 5 m ×5 m. Our calculations show that offline LEGMM reduces the computational complexity dramatically while achieving similar estimation precisions as pure EM methods. Figure 7a shows the estimation results of the Grid-LEGMM algorithm and (b) shows improved location estimate accuracy. Figure 10 numerically presents the location errors in the two steps of both offline and online LEGMM algorithms. In our calculations, the EM-LEGMM algorithm converges after 36 iterations with the threshold ε = 0.5%, and the average estimation error of the sensors' locations reduces from 2.2953 meters to 0.5266 meters.
Furthermore, we calculated the CRLB for both offline and online LEGMM algorithms.As we can see in Fig. 8 , the variance of each sensor's estimate error approaches their corresponding CRLBs.
Performance of online LEGMM
In the online LEGMM algorithm, the sliding window size for each iteration computation is 90, and the iteration step size is In order to demonstrate the performance of the online LEGMM, we present the location estimate results at three different moments, namely those when the RSScollector collected 90-th, 180-th, and 300-th RSS values in the simulation, respectively. The results of these location estimations are shown in Fig. 9(a), Fig. 9(b) , and Fig. 9(c) , respectively, in which the crosses are the actual sensor locations, and the circles are location estimates by online LEGMM.
With increasing the amount of data, online LEGMM can filter out the spurious sensor locations, which appears in Fig. 9(a) , and provides an accurate estimation of wireless sensor number and locations in the Credit-LEGMM step. As shown in Fig. 9(b) , Credit-LEGMM further refines the number and locations of the sensors when the RSS-collector collected 180 data points. Figure 9 (c) shows that after collecting all 300 data points, the online LEGMM algorithm provides eight estimated sensors, matching with the correct sensor number and locations.
In retrospect to the location estimate results when online LEGMM uses 90, 180 and 300 data points, respectively, in Fig. 9(a-c) , the table in Fig. 10 summarizes the visual results with the numeric errors the estimated and actual locations of the sensors, as online LEGMM gradually improves the estimation results in Credit-LEGMM. As shown in Fig. 10 , the average estimation error of the sensors reduces from 2.5324 to 1.3874 m. In addition, Fig. 10(b) shows that the variance of location estimate errors is close to its corresponding CRLB value.
Comparing the performance differences between the offline and online LEGMM algorithms, Fig. 10 shows that offline LEGMM provides more accurate estimation results than online LEGMM. However, the advantage of online LEGMM is that it can estimate and refine sensor number and locations while the RSS-collector is roaming.
The effect of the moving path
The moving path of the RSS-collector has a great impact on the accuracy of location estimations in our algorithms. In order to study the effects of different moving paths, we tried six additional moving paths in the same simulation scenario as shown in Fig. 11 . The six moving paths consist of one straight line and five different zigzag lines with the same start point and the same end point. Figure 12 shows us the shape of the six moving paths, Path (1-6), with 0, 3, 7, 9, 39 and 199 right-angle bends. Figure 13 presents the performances of those seven moving paths. The y-axis indicates the location error of the estimation, and the x-axis indicates the number of bends on the moving path. As we can see, Path 4 and Path 5 find the best estimations, while Path 1 and Path 6 perform the worst. Therefore, in order to achieve accurate location estimates, we need to derive a proper curvature that takes system factors into account, given the physical constraints on the paths and the signal propagation characteristics.
Testbed experiment results
In the testbed experiment, we set the lattice as 2 m × 2 m in both offline and online LEGMM algorithms, and present their location estimation results. LEGMM algorithm. Results show that the average estimation error of the wireless sensors is reduced from 2.9932 to 1.4331 m while the EM-LEGMM algorithm is applied after the Grid-LEGMM algorithm.
In the online LEGMM algorithm, the sliding window size for each iteration computation is 40, and the iteration step size is set to 20. We present the location estimation results at two different moments of the experiment, namely those when the RSS-collector collected the 60th and 120th RSS samples, which are shown in Fig. 15(a) and (b) , respectively.
Comparing Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 for offline and online LEGMM, respectively, it is found that the offline LEGMM algorithm concluded with the presence of six wireless nodes in the network, while the online LEGMM estimated five nodes, which is a little better than the offline algorithm. The spurious estimates are due to the simplicity of our mathematical model that is insufficient to capture the complexity of real world signal propagations. However, our localization algorithms still satisfy the requirements of many wireless sensor retrieval applications, and perform fairly reasonably in real indoor environments. 
CONCLUSION
We have presented two probabilistic approaches-offline and online LEGMM algorithms, for estimating the number and locations of wireless sensors using the RSS information. Both algorithms contain two steps, in which Grid-LEGMM grid-searches coarse locations of wireless sensors using the maximum likelihood estimation, and EM-LEGMM, subsequently, refines the location estimation accuracy using the EM-method. In addition, the online LEGMM also supplements an additional step, called Credit-LEGMM, to recursively filter out spurious location estimates. The results of simulations and real testbed experiments show that the proposed localization approaches produce reasonable location and number estimates of wireless sensors. Overall, our proposed algorithms distinguish themselves on two aspects: 1) it uses a single RSS-collector and only the RSS measurements to derive the wireless sensors' locations; 2) it does not assume but derives the number of wireless sensors. The two localization algorithms clearly present an advantage over other research approaches.
